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The TRD Supercharger and/or TRD Cold Air Intake are to be sold as a dealer installed 
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TACOMA T X  AND T X  PRO

Take your Tacoma V6 Access or Double 

Cab to the extreme with our new 

value-packaged Tacoma T X  and T X  Pro. 

The T X  setup starts with the TRD Off-Road 

Package, so you’ll have all the hardware 

you need to drive to the ends of the earth 

and back. Unique 16-in. TRD beadlock 

wheels with BFGoodrich® Rugged Trail 

tires, a stainless steel exhaust tip and 

black tube steps complete the picture. The 

T X Pro offers the same off-road package, 

wheels and tires as the T X , plus a TRD 

performance exhaust and unique body 

side graphics that let everyone know this 

Tacoma is nobody’s toy.  
*The Tacoma T X  and T X Pro are not available in 
all areas. Check with your local dealer for more 
information. 

Whether you’re interested in 

enhancing performance, 

styling, or protection, 

only Genuine Toyota 

Accessories give you 

complete confi dence and 

peace of mind in your decision 

to customize your Toyota.

Why? Only Genuine Toyota 

Accessories are tested and approved 

for use on each Toyota vehicle. Only 

Genuine Toyota Accessories are 

specifi cally designed and engineered 

to comply with Toyota’s safety and 

reliability standards. And, when 

purchased at the same time as your 

new vehicle, only Genuine Toyota 

Accessories are backed by Toyota’s 

3-year/36,000-mile New Vehicle 

Limited Warranty, valid at any Toyota 

dealership nationwide.

To learn more about the benefits 

of Genuine Toyota Accessories 

compared with non-Genuine 

accessories, please visit 

www.toyota.com/genuine 

or contact your Toyota dealer. 
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2011 TACOMA ELECTRONIC ACCESSORIES

 VIP SECURITY – RS3200 PLUS SYSTEM

The VIP RS3200 (Vehicle Intrusion Protection) is a complete 
vehicle security system with alarm, glass breakage sensor 
and keyless entry including remote lock/unlock. Your Tacoma 
security system activates immediately if the glass is broken or 
if forced entry of a side door (or the trunk) is attempted. The 
system also includes a wide range of convenience features 
including: remote rearming/relocking, door ajar warning, 
interior light activation, panic alarm, rolling code technology 
and disabling of the starter.   

 BLU LOGIC® HANDS-FREE SYSTEM 

Enjoy the ultimate convenience of hands-free cell phone 
use—and comply with regulations restricting use of cell phones 
while driving—courtesy of the BLU Logic® Hands-free System.  
BLU Logic integrates with your factory audio system speakers, 
allowing you to answer incoming calls with the push of a 
button, while outgoing calls are as simple as speaking into the 
fi xed microphone provided.
Visit blulogicupdate.com for a list of compatible devices.

 SATELLITE RADIO 

Celebrate freedom from static and ensure you always have the 
perfect soundtrack for the streets at your fi ngertips with XM 
Radio1. With over 170 channels, XM brings you more of what 
you love. Get commercial-free music plus all of your favorite 
sports, news, talk and entertainment along with dedicated 
channels for instant traffi c and weather reports. Everything 
worth listening to is now on XM.    
1Functioning XM Radio requires a compatible receiver and monthly service 
fee. See your Toyota dealer for further details. Reception of the satellite 
signal may vary depending on location. All fees and programming subject to 
change. Subscriptions subject to the terms and conditions available at www.
xmradio.com. XM Radio U.S. service only available in the 48 contiguous 
United States and the District of Columbia.  

 INTERFACE KIT FOR IPOD® 

Enjoy the convenience of operating your iPod® through your 
vehicle’s audio system, using either the steering pad or audio 
system controls, courtesy of the interface kit for iPod. Using 
a proprietary 30-pin Apple iPod connector—via a connection 
point in the glove compartment—you can connect, control 
and charge your iPod while it remains concealed in the 
glove compartment.  
iPod and accessories not included. iPod is a registered trademark of 
Apple Inc.  Please see dealer to confi rm iPod applicability.   
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2011 TACOMA EXTERIOR ACCESSORIES

BED MAT  

Custom-molded to fi t your truck bed, this heavy weight bed 
mat helps provides superior abrasion resistance and tear 
strength that can take the punishment of daily use—even 
in harsh environments and extreme temperatures. A stylish 
pebble fi nish helps restrict shifting of cargo and, for added 
convenience, raised ribs that run the length of the truck bed 
facilitate easy loading and unloading of cargo.    

BED NET 

From tools to toys, athletic gear to groceries, the bed net holds 
a variety of smaller items, ensuring they don’t shift around or 
tip over—while also helping keep your truck bed organized. 
Featuring durable nylon webbing, the bed net attaches to 
defi ned points at the front of the truck bed. It installs or 
detaches in seconds and folds fl at for storage.   

LOCKING FORK MOUNT BIKE RACK

It’s easy to take your bicycle along for the ride with this 
locking bike attachment. Custom-designed for a precise fi t to 
your Tacoma’s deck rail system, the bike attachment mounts 
anywhere along the front rail. Securing your bike is as simple 
as removing your bicycle’s front wheel, positioning the forks 
into the skewer and locking—helping protect your bicycle 
from theft.

BED EXTENDER 

The Genuine Toyota bed extender uses lightweight, high-
strength, aluminum tube construction to add convenience and 
versatility to your truck. Increase your usable cargo length by 
approximately two feet when the tailgate is open, or use as 
an enclosed cargo area to secure smaller items with tailgate 
closed. Easy-install hardware included. 
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2011 TACOMA EXTERIOR ACCESSORIES

CARGO NET  

The cargo net is designed to hold a variety of everyday items—
from groceries to athletic gear—and helps ensure they don’t 
shift around, tip over or spill. Featuring a hammock-style design 
and durable elastic-mesh netting that attaches to defi ned 
points at the front of the truck bed, the cargo net makes it easy 
to keep your truck bed organized. The net installs or detaches 
in seconds, and folds fl at for storage.  

CARGO DIVIDER 

Customize your truck bed for a wide range of needs with 
this multi-position cargo divider designed for your Tacoma’s 
deck rail system. Use as a standard cargo divider to separate 
loads and prevent sliding, or rotate to various positions such 
as laying fl at over your cargo. Made of corrosion-resistant, 
black powder-coated, lightweight aluminum the cargo divider 
features a 400-lb. load capacity.   

CARGO CROSS BARS 

Engineered for seamless integration with the Tacoma’s deck 
rail system, this set of two cargo cross bars enhances your 
truck’s cargo management versatility and provide additional 
tie-down points for bed accessories. Cross bars also allow 
increased fl exibility in using the bed cleats and mini tie-downs 
and feature a load capacity of 100 pounds across both bars.   
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2011 TACOMA EXTERIOR ACCESSORIES

TOOL STORAGE BOX

Designed specifi cally for your Tacoma’s deck rail system, 
the custom sidemount toolbox features a sturdy cam lock 
and lid support for superior security and strength—so you’re 
assured of clean, secure storage and protection for your tools 
and other valuables. For added convenience, the sidemount 
toolbox can be mounted to either side of the vehicle in a total 
of four locations.

As shown on the 2010 Tundra.

MINI TIE-DOWNS WITH HOOK 

These fully adjustable, mini tie-downs further enhance the 
fl exibility and utility of your Tacoma’s truck bed. Each tie-down 
holds a maximum load of 110 pounds (220 pounds per set) 
and slides along the truck’s bed rail system, using an inner 
tension spring that holds it fi rmly in place. The mini tie-downs 
are manufactured from study black nylon plastic and each 
measures approximately 2" x 1".      

Small Box

Large Box

TRUCK BED D-RINGS

Enhance the functionality and versatility of your truck bed by 
adding these factory spec D-rings for additional cargo carrying 
needs. Constructed from durable steel and painted black for 
an integrated appearance, the D-rings feature a loop-in-bolt 
design that’s especially useful for ratchet type tie downs or 
heavy gauge rope. Sturdy construction and pivoting capability 
enable multiple positions and use.   
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2011 TACOMA EXTERIOR ACCESSORIES

TOWING RECEIVER HITCH

Every Toyota tow hitch features a model-specifi c design that’s 
precisely engineered to achieve your vehicle’s safest maximum 
tow rating and is subject to an uncompromising design, testing 
and manufacturing process. Toyota tow hitches feature a dual-
layer painting process for help protect against corrosion, the 
elements and from ultraviolet (UV) rays to maintain its long-
term appearance.
Before towing, confi rm your vehicle and trailer are compatible, hooked up 
and loaded properly and that you have any necessary additional equipment. 
Do not exceed any Weight Ratings and follow all instructions in your Owner’s 
Manual. The maximum you can tow depends on the total weight of any 
cargo, occupants and available equipment.

BALL MOUNT AND TRAILER BALL 

Designed for use with Toyota tow hitches to accommodate 
the drop or rise needed to match your tow-hitch receiver to 
your trailer, the ball mount undergoes thorough lab testing—in 
conjunction with the Genuine Toyota tow hitch—to ensure it 
meets all Toyota performance standards, along with on-road 
testing to ensure the ball mount matches the exact capacity 
of your vehicle.    
Before towing, confi rm your vehicle and trailer are compatible, hooked up 
and loaded properly and that you have any necessary additional equipment. 
Do not exceed any Weight Ratings and follow all instructions in your Owner’s 
Manual. The maximum you can tow depends on the total weight of any 
cargo, occupants and available equipment.    

7-PIN TO 4-PIN ADAPTER 

When your towing needs are on the smaller side, the durable 
ABS plastic 7-pin to 4-pin adapter allows you to convert your 
round 7-pin connector to a fl at 4-pin adapter with ease. It’s 
designed specifi cally for use with your Toyota wiring harness 
and ensures an easy connection to a standard four-way fl at 
trailer connection, providing a higher level of towing fl exibility.  
Before towing, confi rm your vehicle and trailer are compatible, hooked up 
and loaded properly and that you have any necessary additional equipment. 
Do not exceed any Weight Ratings and follow all instructions in your Owner’s 
Manual. The maximum you can tow depends on the total weight of any 
cargo, occupants and available equipment.

WIRING HARNESS

The Genuine Toyota Tacoma trailer wire harness provides a 
4-pin connector located on the trailer hitch to provide power to 
your trailer’s brake lights, turn signals and taillights. Featuring 
a converter assembly, fusing, cables and connectors—all 
specifi cally designed to work with your Tacoma’s existing 
electrical system—you can count on durable and reliable 
performance, as well as simple and convenient installation.
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2011 TACOMA EXTERIOR ACCESSORIES

RUNNING BOARDS 

These sturdy roll-formed running boards are designed 
specifi cally to correspond with the Tacoma’s unique styling 
cues, while providing easy step-in access to the vehicle. With 
integrated, skid-resistant step pads that provide for secure 
footing at all times, the running boards also feature a textured 
black powder coating, enhancing the Tacoma’s rugged 
appearance.      

TUBE STEPS  

Durable fi ve-inch oval tube steps add style and functionality 
to your Tacoma. Constructed of chip- and rust-resistant 
aluminum with a silver or black powder coat fi nish, the tube 
steps provide dual molded skid-resistant step pads on both 
sides of the Tacoma—providing a sturdy lower surface for easy 
entry and exit of the vehicle. Simple, no-drill installation to your 
vehicle’s existing mounting locations.   

HOOD PROTECTOR

Featuring highly impact-resistant polycarbonate material 
offering superior strength, durability and fl exural characteristics, 
the hood protector helps protect your hood and factory paint 
fi nish from damage that can occur during daily use. Mounting 
hardware and simple no-drill installation instructions included. 

ROOF RACK   

Add convenience and utility to your Tacoma with this sleek, 
low-profi le roof rack that installs with ease to your factory roof 
rail channels. Featuring virtually effortless adjustment with no 
tools necessary, the Tacoma roof rack maintains Toyota high 
quality standards for quality, performance and strength. 
Available on Double Cab only.       
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2011 TACOMA EXTERIOR ACCESSORIES

Available Fall 2010.

EXHAUST TIP 

This polished stainless steel exhaust tip is the ideal fi nishing 
touch to enhancing your Tacoma’s exterior appearance. The 
exhaust tip is constructed of corrosion-resistant, double-walled 
304 stainless steel, polished to a brilliant shine for long-lasting 
beauty. Easy, bolt-on installation.    

FRONT SKID PLATE 

The front skid plate is made from 1/8" stamped and 
formed, silver powder coated aluminum and features 
a vehicle-specifi c design that helps to protect your 
Tacoma’s underbody from damage that could occur 
from various types of road debris. Black coated steel 
brackets attach to existing vehicle body mounts 
facilitating easy, no-drill installation.     

BED STEP  

The bed step provides a convenient and secure stepping 
platform, making it easy to get in and out of your Tacoma’s 
truck bed. Featuring effortless hands-free operation, the 
ribbed, glass-reinforced non-skid step is easily accessed 
or retracted with the touch of a foot. Constructed of high-
strength, die-cast aluminum.    
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2011 TACOMA EXTERIOR ACCESSORIES

SPARE TIRE LOCK 

Constructed of forged, hardened steel with triple-
nickel or zinc plating, the spare tire lock provides 
inexpensive, dependable protection to help safeguard 
your exterior mounted spare tire from theft. The lock 
permanently attaches to your spare tire’s crank-down 
mechanism and features a special wheel lock key tool 
that conveniently attaches to the crank-down tool 
provided in your vehicle’s tool kit.    

  BAJA 16" ALLOY WHEELS 

  Give your Tacoma a whole new look with these rugged, sporty, 
alloy wheels. Their six-spoke styling perfectly complements 
your Tacoma’s rugged appearance.

  

 

 WHEEL LOCKS 

 Constructed of forged, thoroughly hardened and tempered 
steel for structural integrity, with triple-nickel or zinc plating, 
these wheel locks provide inexpensive, dependable protection 
against wheel and tire theft. All wheel locks are precision 
weight-balanced to the stock lug nut weight, eliminating the 
need for rebalancing after installation.  
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2011 TACOMA INTERIOR ACCESSORIES

BEDRUG® 

Custom-molded to fi t your Tacoma’s entire truck bed 
including the front, fl oor, wheel wells and inside the 
tailgate, this innovative 100% plastic BedRug® looks 
and feels like real carpet. It’s also slip- and skid-
resistant, helping cargo stay in place during quick 
acceleration, hard braking or sharp turns. And, it’s 
treated to resist fading, mildew, chemicals and stains 
for long-term durability.  

CARPET FLOOR MATS 

Custom-tailored for an exact fi t to your Tacoma’s fl oor pattern, 
the carpet fl oor mats are constructed of high-grade plush 
nylon carpet, color-matched to your vehicle’s interior and 
include an embroidered Tacoma or TRD logo. A retention clip 
helps keep the mats in position, protecting your original carpet 
from premature wear and stains. They’re also removable and 
easy to clean. 

ASHTRAY KIT

Featuring a UV protected plastic cup and hinged lid that fi ts 
snugly inside the Tacoma’s cup-holder, this self-contained unit 
offers an easily removable ashtray. Convenient for both driver 
and passenger use, it helps prevent fl yaway ash.
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2011 TACOMA INTERIOR ACCESSORIES

FIRST AID KIT 

This soft-sided, black PVC zipper case is designed to mount 
inside the cabin or cargo area, ensuring practical fi rst aid 
supplies are always close at hand. Contents include tweezers/
magnifi er, insect sting pads, towelettes, adhesive bandages, 
butterfl y strips, sterile gauze, stretch bandage with metal clips, 
muslin sling, adhesive tape, scissors and an emergency blanket. 

EMERGENCY ASSISTANCE KIT 

This durable nylon kit features tools and supplies for handling 
minor emergency situations and repairs, without having to wait 
for a tow truck or repair service. Contents include booster 
cables, tire pressure gauge, hose clamp/tape, pocket tool 
and work gloves—plus essential emergency supplies such as 
survival wrap blankets, poncho, fl ashing LED lights, fl ashlight/
lantern and water bag.   

DOOR SILL PROTECTORS

These tough door sill protectors help protect the door 
sill area from the countless scuffs and scrapes your 
truck might encounter on a daily basis. Featuring a 
practical, skid resistant surface and the Tacoma logo, 
these durable door sills help provide a long-lasting, 
new vehicle appearance. Quick, simple installation.  
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2011 TACOMA TRD ACCESSORIES

TRD HIGH PERFORMANCE BRAKE KIT

Delivering confi dence-inspiring performance, the TRD high-
performance brake kit features a four-piston opposed, fi xed 
caliper designed specifi cally for your vehicle. This optimized 
design also helps you achieve maximum stopping power, 
while the one-piece rotor design ensures durability under the 
harshest conditions, with no special maintenance required. 
The kit also includes performance brake pads and stainless 
steel braided brake lines. (XRunner models only).

TRD PERFORMANCE BRAKE PADS

Boost braking performance and reduce fade during repeated 
stops or extended downhill driving with TRD’s high-performance, 
high-friction brake pads. Made from an aramid- and ceramic-
strengthened compound, TRD brake pads deliver an optimum 
combination of cold and hot friction, with minimal brake noise 
and enhanced stopping power. They offer an excellent price-
to-performance ratio in a high-performance street pad.

TRD PERFORMANCE AIR INTAKE 

The dyno-tested TRD cold air intake system creates more 
horsepower and torque by bringing cooler, denser air to the 
engine. The cold air intake features a low-restriction air fi lter in 
a special molded fi lter housing. It also incorporates a vacuum 
indicator that automatically indicates when the fi lter should be 
serviced. Emissions legal in all 50 states.
*Emission-legal for aftermarket sale via C.A.R.B Executive Order. This part 
may not be sold with a new vehicle and may not be fi nanced together with 
a new vehicle.

See back cover for purchase restrictions.
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2011 TACOMA TRD ACCESSORIES

TRD OIL FILTER

Spoil your Tacoma with state-of-the-art engine protection, 
courtesy of the TRD high-performance oil fi lter. TRD oil fi lters 
use a 100-percent synthetic fi ber fi ltration medium to provide 
the highest possible dirt removal effi ciency, along with the 
lowest possible fl ow restriction. 

TRD AIR FILTER

Providing engine protection and potentially increasing engine 
output, the TRD high-performance air fi lter features a unique, 
oiled four-ply cotton gauze design that maximizes the fi lter’s 
media area for superb fi ltration and enhanced airfl ow. A rugged 
polyurethane body holds the fi lter element, which is enclosed 
in durable epoxy coated mesh and an elastomeric seal for 
a precision, leak-free fi t. It’s also washable, reusable and 
designed to last the lifetime of your Tacoma.

TRD RADIATOR CAP 

Upgrading to a TRD high-pressure radiator cap can help your 
vehicle perform better under pressure. That’s because this 
radiator cap is designed to release at higher cooling system 
pressures than stock radiator caps, raising the coolant boiling 
point to help enhance vehicle performance—and provide 
valuable protection for your engine—under high rpm or high 
load operation. 

TRD OIL CAP

They may go on like the stock oil cap, but these highly polished 
forged billet aluminum TRD oil caps provide a customized 
race-ready look that’s anything but stock. Finished with a 
high-luster coating, you can be confi dent they will maintain 
their appearance for years to come. Available in two styles. 
Simple, twist-on application. 
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2011 TACOMA TRD ACCESSORIES

TRD 16" OFF-ROAD BEADLOCK ALLOY WHEELS

Constructed of low-pressure alloy, these TRD 16-inch off-road 
beadlock wheels offer Tacoma owners a distinctive and 
rugged upgrade to their stock wheels. They provide a higher 
strength-to-weight ratio for optimal performance and feature 
a bronze painted fi nish and machined outer lip with beadlock 
styling. TRD-embossed snap-in center cap included.

TRD WHEEL INSTALLATION KIT

The TRD wheel installation kit includes 20 - 12mm conical 
spline-drive lug nuts along with 4 puzzle-style wheel locks 
and matching key providing inexpensive, effective protection 
against wheel and tire theft. The lug nuts and locks are 
constructed of machine hardened steel with triple-nickel 
chrome plating for a bright, durable fi nish and are precision 
weight-balanced to the stock lug nut weight—eliminating the 
need for rebalancing after installation. Each lock features a 
laser-etched TRD logo.

TRD WHEEL LOCKS

Constructed of forged hardened steel and made specifi cally 
for TRD wheels, the alloy wheel lock set helps give you 
inexpensive, yet effective protection for your wheels. The set 
includes four conical seat 12mm puzzle-style wheel locks 
and matching puzzle key. They’re also triple nickel plated for 
a bright durable fi nish and each lock features a laser-etched 
TRD logo.

LOCKS

TRD 16" OFF-ROAD ALLOY WHEELS 

Incorporating rugged off-road styling—and just the right 
amount of street fl are—these race-inspired, fi ve-spoke TRD 
16-inch off-road alloy wheels give you extra muscle for serious 
off-highway driving adventures. The wheels feature painted 
satin silver spokes and center, with a spun aluminum center 
cap and bright machined lip.    
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2011 TACOMA TRD ACCESSORIES

 TRD QUICKSHIFTER 

The race-tested TRD quickshifter delivers faster, more positive 
shifting, courtesy of optimized linkage and repositioned pivot 
points that provide up to a 30-percent shorter shift throw–plus 
a sportier, more responsive feel. The quickshifter features 
a unique TRD shift knob engraved with the shift pattern to 
accelerate your vehicle’s unique personality, along with simple 
remove and replace installation.

 TRD 4.0L V6 SUPERCHARGER KIT 

Increase your passing power and towing capacity with the 
TRD intercooled supercharger system kit for your Tacoma’s 
4.0L V6 engine. Featuring an air-to-liquid intercooler that 
increases torque and horsepower from idle to redline, the 
system produces 304 hp @ 5,400 rpm and 334 lb.-ft. torque 
@ 3,600 rpm (from 236 hp @ 5,200 rpm and 266 lb.-ft. @ 
4,000 rpm. You can also count on immediate throttle response, 
along with substantial increases to towing capacity and 
acceleration. The system uses a strong, compact one-piece 
plenum/manifold that integrates Eaton roots-type rotating 
components, Gen 5 rotor pack and the heat exchanger core 
for the intercooler. All hardware needed for a “factory installed” 
appearance is included in the kit. And, because the supercharger 
features self-contained lubrication, there’s no maintenance 
required on the supercharger or system components.
See back cover for purchase restrictions.

 TRD CAT-BACK EXHAUST 

The TRD cat-back exhaust delivers the increased power you 
want, adding a distinctive edge to your driving experience. 
Made from stainless steel for superior corrosion resistance 
and featuring a TRD-logo-etched tip, the unique cat-back 
design features a side exit to maximize departure angle, 
allowing for a less restrictive exhaust path—providing an 
impressive combination of increased horsepower and a deep, 
throaty growl that meets the legal 95-decibel noise limit.     

 TRD 6-SPEED SHIFT KNOB 

Amplify your vehicle’s unique character with this retro-style 
TRD ball-type shift knob. Featuring the 6-speed shift pattern 
on top and a red TRD logo engraved on the side, the shift 
knob delivers an enhanced shifting feel, while providing an 
impressive addition to your interior. Designed to fi t M12x1.25 
metric Toyota shift levers, the shift knob is easily installed for 
a tight, precise fi t.
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